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ONSIDERING the complexity
of modern warfare and battlespace,
it is vital to bring to effect the maximum combined effort of all capabilities in any operation, regardless
of ownership. In any military conflict, Air-Land
Integration (ALI) provides a perfect example
of the joint operations. The success of such an
undertaking depends on cooperation and coordination of all activities, that is, an effective
joint Battlespace Management.(1) Usually, military forces achieve this through unity of command, which is a prerequisite for the planning
and execution of operations. One might think it
is self-evident that service doctrines are subordinated to the central idea that the Supported
Commander and the Joint Force Commander
are one and the same, and that the components
exist to support his campaign and efforts to

resolve conflict. NATO's Allied Doctrine for
Joint Operations(2) acknowledges that in modern warfare, military success relies on a joint
effort. This effort is usually taken on by three
environmental and functional components,
brought together under a unified joint Command Structure. Within the NATO Command
Structure (NCS), these established components are the Maritime Component, the Land
Component and the Air Component, together
with their respective headquarters.

Setting the scene
The Maritime Component contributes to joint
operations on the surface, sub-surface and air
(as maritime air forces) to project power from
or at sea. Maritime forces can influence or support land operations through deterrence, sea
basing of land assets, and by moving land forc-

es into, or providing access to, the operational
area.(3) Holding terrain, destroying enemy
forces, occupying territory and regaining territory is the usual purview of the Land Component.(4) The diversities and complexities of the
land environment are expressed by the number
and variety of actors, observers, agencies and
the interested parties nested in the land battlespace. This complexity requires an approach
that emphasizes on decentralized command,
freedom of action, tempo and initiative in order to contend with the multitude of activities.
Consequently, a wide variety of missions need
to be executed, requiring substantial logistics
supply, provided by sealift, airlift and ground
transportation capabilities.(5) Based on this,
the reader could draw the conclusion that most
often it is the Land Component that demands
most support in a Joint Task Force.
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Left: NATO photograph (edited from the original)
by Staff Sergeant Ian Houlding, British Army.

derstanding of "jointness" is still not mature
enough amongst military services and their
leadership or staffs. On the joint level, the significant dominance of one service in comparison to the others amplifies this issue further.
As it currently stands, joint doctrine frequently
reflects a consensus view rather than a truly integrated joint perspective.(7) So, why is this still
the case when we know that creating effective
organizations and procuring equipment for the
changing battlefield in the domains of land, air
and maritime are both on the Alliance's and the
national armed forces' agendas?
Derived from its internal organizational
culture, the doctrine of a military service sets
the frame of reference, which fundamentally
defines its activities by outlining the shared
worldview and the "proper" methods, tools,
techniques and approaches to problem solving
within and amongst the services. It is this very
difference in the organizational cultures and
the subsequent effects, which make Air-Land
Integration so challenging.

So, where are we?

For shaping the operational area, control of
the airspace is a prerequisite for the Joint Force
Commander, who needs to ensure that friendly
operations on the ground or at sea can proceed
efficiently and effectively, both in place and
time, without prohibitive interference from the
opponent. Therefore, the Air Component must
gain control of the air whilst protecting its joint
forces from air and missile attacks. Once air
control has been established and employed
at all levels of operations, the air capabilities
will provide various opportunities to project
military power where and when needed,
almost unlimited by natural barriers.
FOR COMMANDING a joint force, centralized authority for direction and guidance must
be achieved while integrating differently timed
and executed planning cycles at the various

levels. Therefore, it is essential to establish a
joint Command and Control (C2) structure,
including all components contributing to the
operation, whilst taking into account coordination and cooperation with civil and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). The Joint
Task Force and its components must be capable
of attacking the opponent directly or indirectly
at any given time by applying physical or cognitive effects, to achieve strategic, operational and
tactical effects. This illustrates the doctrine, procedures, organizational cultures and equipment
of the subordinate components must always be
understood and complied with by both the Joint
Task Force Command and the components.(6)
The primary task of such a joint coordination is to exploit the full potential of
its assets whilst maximizing the synergy of
joint effects. Unfortunately, the common un-

Undoubtedly, the Air-Land Integration has
seen much improvement at the tactical level.
However, this has been mainly driven by events
on the battlefield and has had little, if anything,
to do with the concept of integrated planning of
air and land movements at the operational level,
or above. The result is, therefore, a bottom-up
approach rather than a top-down approach.
This may be attributable to the fact that
there is no strategic ownership of Air-Land
Integration in NATO.(8) Reading through the
Allied Joint Publications on Allied Doctrine
for Joint Operations (AJP-3), Land Operations
(AJP-3.2) and Air and Space Operations (AJP3.3), it becomes evident that service doctrines
and capabilities are still too often accommodated at the operational level planning without
proper deconfliction. This is due to the fact that
the services across most NATO nations have
tended to view the conflicts of the post-Cold
War period through their specific institutional
prisms, wherein "jointness" has too often been
just a "buzzword" rather than a mindset. In the
end, many joint plans are an amalgamation of
component plans, designed for optimal em-
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THE MOST IMPORTANT THING NEEDED FOR REAL AIR-LAND INTEGRATION
ON ALL LEVELS, AND ESPECIALLY ON STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL LEVEL, IS
JOINT EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
ployment of their individual organic capabilities.(9) In other words, service cultures and
their doctrinal paradigms still largely trump
joint culture and doctrine. As a result, the joint
war fighting potential of a comprehensive AirLand Integration is not fully realized today.
THE CHALLENGE of getting distinct and different components (like Air, Land, Maritime,
Special Operations Forces, etc.) with individual
interests and deep-rooted traditions to agree to
the principles that have a fundamental effect on
the conduct of their operations cannot be mastered in a simple manner. For example, Army
staffs at all levels, but most particularly at the
operational level, lack broad and solid understanding of air power's capabilities and operation principles, and vice versa. More precisely,
both ends lack the ability to define, in a common language, the effects required to achieve
the Joint Commander's intent. This often leads
to misunderstandings, compounded by insufficient expert advice on how that effect can best

Photograph by NATO.

be delivered, without vainness or envy. By the
same token, air and land operational staffs must
understand each other's capabilities and limitations in order to ensure timely and effective
decision-making on the appropriate level.
All elements working together as a Joint
Task Force must have a common understanding of each other's doctrine if we are to achieve
synergy and effective use of capabilities.(10)
Our end state vision can be very different. Soldiers instinctively look to achieve tactical and
operational success through a relatively close
battle where ambiguity, uncertainty and unpredictability prevail; an airman, on the other
hand, will be conscious of, and strive for, strategic effect without necessarily understanding the operational, tactical or even political
consequences of his actions. Joint planning
and execution against this backdrop will be
difficult.(11) For instance, air power attributes,
such as speed, reach and flexibility, would be
too constrained if operating solely in support
of land forces. In effect, it would become tac-

tically fixed, unable to achieve independently
its own strategic and operational effects in the
joint arena. Alternatively, shared experiences
on recent operations, like ISAF, have provided the opportunity to recognize, understand
and appreciate the potential of the respective
equipment and capabilities in the services. Regardless of those latest positive developments,
the absence of trust and mutual understanding between soldiers and airmen is evident at
certain levels, and it will not improve until this
relationship is viewed as a partnership, rather
than with mild, but frequent enmity.(12)
These viable inter-service relationships
have deep cultural and institutional origins.
The issue is not so much that service cultures
are different, but that these differences need
to be understood and allowed. Acceptance of
diversity is what seems to be required rather
than handling it as a disadvantage. NATO operations of the last 20 years proved that whilst
subscribing to and optimizing the use of joint
structures and doctrines is required, too often
only lip service is paid to them. Air-Land Integration must be more than just a term or the
topic of a casual conversation; it has to be both
a learning process and a culture change within
and between the services.
Forces across the different domains use
their own unique languages, and even within
each domain, specialist elements have a dialect
of their own.(13) Hence, Air-Land Integration
requires an even deeper understanding of each
other's language than already required within
each domain. Language is the accumulation of
shared meaning and understanding, which in
the end enables us to interact jointly in making and doing things.(14) Although we may not
end up speaking one language, we will learn
to appreciate each other's vocabulary much
more. So, when merging into a joint operation,
there is no mystical "babel fish" to translate
what one says into what the receiver hears. We
must accept that an appreciation of the ways
of Air-Land Integration comes about through
personal contact and building of mutual trust
and respect.
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AIR-LAND INTEGRATION CASE STUDY:
OPERATION COMPASS
TOWARDS THE END OF World War I,
the Western Front witnessed the beginnings of close cooperation between troops
and aircraft; British aircraft had begun to
cooperate with tank formations attacking
German headquarters as well as lines of
communication. However, this common
air-land effort was far from systematic, but
was rather embryonic, and they required
evaluation before being refined into doctrine. This happened neither in the British
Army, nor in the Royal Air Force.
Consequently, at the outbreak of World
War II in September 1939, neither of the
services was prepared for the challenges
posed by an opponent who already operated with a significant level of Air-Land
Integration. The lack of further close cooperation between Air Force and Army after
World War I played a major role in the Allies' defeat in Norway and France in the beginning of World War II. Regardless of this
bad start, the Allied armies and air forces
left the battlefields in 1945 as cooperating
partners in all theatres of World War II.
"Operation Compass" (December 1940
to February 1941) proved the statement
by General Montgomery, that "if you can

knit up the power of the Army on the land
and the power of the air in the sky then
nothing will stand against you and you will
never lose a battle."(1)
In Operation Compass, a numerically superior Italian Army and its supporting Air
Force was defeated in Libya by the British. Compass was an air-land success that
enabled the British Western Desert Force
to advance over 800 km, destroy an Italian
Army of ten divisions and capture 130,000
prisoners along with some 400 tanks and
over 800 artillery guns with only two divisions of their own.(2) Certainly, General
Montgomery was not the first, nor the last,
to recognize the potential of joint Air-Land
Integration. So, a discussion on Air-Land
Integration appears as apposite today as it
has been at any time in history. In the Iraq
war of 2003, over 15,000 of 20,000 targets struck by the coalition air forces were
through Close Air Support missions.(3)
Today, the traditional military services and
their specific power projection capabilities
are essential enablers and multipliers for
each other. In other words, the topic of
Air-Land Integration is not new; on the

contrary, it is once again proving to be
a topic of pressing importance. Today's
conflicts demand innovation in the joint
application of force. Contemporary strategic uncertainty and increasing financial
austerity elevates the need for coherent
joint thought. Therefore, NATO leaders
at the 2012 Chicago Summit set the goal
of "NATO Forces 2020", which cannot be
achieved without the essential pillar called
the Connected Forces Initiative (CFI).
The CFI will enhance the ties between
NATO Command and Force Structures,
national staffs and armed forces as well
as partner countries. This provides opportunities, not only in terms of confidence
building and mutual understanding, but
also for the planning of further integration of military components. Lessons
Learned in Afghanistan shows that having fully joint and interoperable forces is
a critical success factor. Hence, a strong
Air-Land Integration is vital to the CFI and
also helps the Alliance stay well-prepared
to undertake the full range of its missions with the necessary capabilities and
resolve in light of the ever changing and
unpredictable security environment.(4)
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Left: The image is from the book "Using
Language" by Herbert H. Clark. It is published
on www.davegrayinfo.com/2008/04/05/whatis-language/ According to the announcement
on Cambridge University Press website about
the book, the author "argues that language
use is more than the sum of a speaker
speaking and a listener listening. It is the
joint action that emerges when speakers
and listeners, writers and readers perform
their individual actions in coordination, as
ensembles. In contrast to work within the
cognitive sciences, which has seen language
use as an individual process, and to work
within the social sciences, which has seen it
as a social process, the author argues strongly
that language use embodies both individual
and social processes."
SPEAKING A COMMON LANGUAGE IS THE KEY
TO A SUCCESSFUL AIR-LAND INTEGRATION.

What is required?
In order to further improve joint operations,
the first box to tick off should be a sound comprehensive doctrine on Air–Land Integration;
and therein lies the crux of friction at an early
stage. In the military, single services are not
unsophisticated, monolithic entities, but their
"institutional essence" is defined by their doctrine. As a result, we see a growing number of
doctrinal AJPs being drafted, but many of them
appear to drive further specialization rather
than unification. A proper joint doctrine relies
on defining a common perspective from which
to plan, train and conduct military operations
rather than demanding one and thus continuing to defer to the services or special interest
areas. No such comprehensive Air-Land Integration doctrine is available as of yet. The good

Exercises such as Combined Resolve involves complex and demanding tasks such as operational
planning, the manouvre of forces and effective employment and synchronization of air and
ground forces. Photograph by NATO.

news, however, is that there is information in
other doctrines, which could be used to draft
a complete NATO Air-Land Integration doctrine, such as in the Allied Joint Doctrine on
Land Operations (AJP-3.2 Chapter 4) or the
Allied Joint Doctrine for Close Air Support
and Air Interdiction (AJP-3.3.2). What is important now is to take the next step towards the
integration of this information in a single AJP
on Air-Land Integration.
EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION is not derived
from pure ownership of the capabilities them-

selves, but from identifying what more can be
done. In this respect liaison is crucial, both in
operations and in peacetime locations, and as
much as this has a physical element to it, there
is an equally important conceptual dimension.
It seems to be fair to say that the air forces
are in the lead in this issue over land forces.
This is because most national air forces have
expended considerable energy and capital
by establishing an Air Operation Coordination Centre (AOCC) in a land headquarters.
Unfortunately, this is not yet the case in the
NATO Command Structure. By placing pro-
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Left: U.S. Air Force General Frank Gorenc,
NATO's Senior Air Advisor and Commander of
Allied Air Command, receiving a briefing from
the author on TRIDENT JET 16. The exercise
aims to ensure NATO's single air command,
AIRCOM, for operational readiness. Ultimately,
the scenario will also reinforce HQ AIRCOM's
multiple standing missions and operational
priorities, such as the Air Policing Mission and
Ballistic Missile Defence, while exploring further
air capabilities by practicing Command and
Control in a complex and diverse environment.
Photograph by JWC PAO.

END NOTES:

fessional and capable officers in influential positions in those headquarters, the precondition
for joint planning and execution is achieved.
Political and military leaders must be convinced that the investment in people, and in
particular, the implications on career development is invaluable. If this does not happen,
an imbalance and a perceived inequality will
prevail, whereupon NATO will never be able to
totally overcome (and does not want) the rifts
of cultures between the single services. Mutual
understanding comes from education, training
and leadership. Therefore, the most important
thing needed for real Air-Land Integration on
all levels and, especially on strategic and operational level, is joint education and training.
Professional military education and individual
training are two elements of the training needed
to produce the most professional, competent
and interoperable NATO individual possible.
It can be questioned whether the
joint nature of twenty-first century military
operations sufficiently permeates in every level
of single service training. Therefore, training in
this context must be understood in its broadest
sense, including education linked to a thorough
knowledge of capabilities. Joint understanding
and mindset can only be achieved through high
fidelity. Joint education and training efforts will
never mature to the necessary extent in single
service training efforts. Commanders are best
advised to impress upon people with a desire to

engage with and understand colleagues, other
components or services. It must be accepted
that an appreciation of the ways of Air-Land
Integration comes about through personal
contact and building of mutual trust and respect.

Summary
Lessons from current operations have certainly
highlighted the constructive working relationship that air can have with tactical land forces
in the provision of joint "strike and find" assets,
but we must be wary of translating this lesson
into a justification for amalgamation.
In recent years, Air-Land Integration
has come a long way, but numerous potential
frictions still exist between the services,
spanning every line of development and
driving to the core of each service's ethos
and culture. To overcome these hurdles, it
will be important to focus on joint doctrine,
joint education and training as well as on
understanding each other's capabilities and
limitations. Speaking a common language is
the key to a successful Air-Land Integration,
not only between the components but also,
and even more importantly, between the
people within. In many of the NATO exercises
delivered by the Joint Warfare Centre, we
have identified and brought to the attention
the shortfalls of Air-Land Integration, but the
Centre is also in an excellent position to help
overcome these shortfalls. 
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